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LETTER Temperature shapes opposing latitudinal gradients of plant

taxonomic and phylogenetic b diversity

Ian R. McFadden,1*

Brody Sandel,2

Constantinos Tsirogiannis,3

Naia Morueta-Holme,4

Jens-Christian Svenning,5,6

Brian J. Enquist7,8 and

Nathan J.B. Kraft1

Abstract

Latitudinal and elevational richness gradients have received much attention from ecologists but
there is little consensus on underlying causes. One possible proximate cause is increased levels of
species turnover, or b diversity, in the tropics compared to temperate regions. Here, we leverage a
large botanical dataset to map taxonomic and phylogenetic b diversity, as mean turnover between
neighboring 100 9 100 km cells, across the Americas and determine key climatic drivers. We find
taxonomic and tip-weighted phylogenetic b diversity is higher in the tropics, but that basal-
weighted phylogenetic b diversity is highest in temperate regions. Supporting Janzen’s ‘mountain
passes’ hypothesis, tropical mountainous regions had higher b diversity than temperate regions for
taxonomic and tip-weighted metrics. The strongest climatic predictors of turnover were average
temperature and temperature seasonality. Taken together, these results suggest b diversity is cou-
pled to latitudinal richness gradients and that temperature is a major driver of plant community
composition and change.
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INTRODUCTION

The global distribution of biodiversity is highly heteroge-
neous. A core aim of both community ecology and biogeog-
raphy is to determine how this variation is created and
maintained (MacArthur 1972; Gaston 2000). Gradients in a
diversity across latitude and elevation in particular are a
common pattern in many taxonomic groups, but there is still
much debate about which processes have acted to create
them (Hillebrand 2004; Schluter 2016). One potential way to
infer how richness gradients are formed is to examine the
patterns of species turnover across localities, or b diversity
(Harrison et al. 1992; Anderson et al. 2011), as high rates of
turnover within a region will tend to increase species richness
compared to areas with lower turnover (Koleff et al. 2003).
For example it has been hypothesised that the high diversity
of the tropics may be caused by increased endemism and
smaller range sizes due to favourable climatic conditions,
which could lead to higher species turnover compared to
temperate regions (Stevens 1989). Causality has also been
ascribed in the opposite direction, with higher regional or c
diversity leading to higher b diversity (Kraft et al. 2011).
Therefore, the degree to which turnover is related to latitude,
c diversity or climatic variation can suggest which mechanism
or combination of mechanisms may be driving richness

gradients (McKnight et al. 2007; Qian & Ricklefs 2007; Kraft
et al. 2011).
While classical measures of b diversity focus solely on the

turnover of species, further insights may come from a consid-
eration of turnover in additional dimensions of diversity
(Graham & Fine 2008; Swenson 2011). Phylogenetic b diver-
sity, for example can quantify turnover in the evolutionary
relatedness of assemblages across space at both deep and shal-
low nodes (Graham & Fine 2008). Contrasting patterns of
phylogenetic b diversity, via metrics that either more heavily
weight turnover at the tips or basal nodes of phylogenies, can
suggest whether community composition is most influenced by
ancient or more recent speciation events (e.g. Duarte et al.
2014). In addition, phylogenetic b diversity metrics can detect
community similarity when two focal communities share few
or no species, which is particularly useful in highly diverse
regions where this is often the case (e.g. Fine & Kembel
2011). Finally, examining taxonomic and phylogenetic b diver-
sity together can provide insights into both contemporary eco-
logical and historical evolutionary factors shaping variation in
local assemblages (Hardy & Senterre 2007; Graham & Fine
2008).
One key process thought to influence species turnover is

variation in climate, either alone or via its interaction with
elevation and topographic complexity (Hardy & Senterre
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2007; Melo et al. 2009; Anacker & Harrison 2012). For exam-
ple Janzen’s ‘mountain passes’ hypothesis states that the
greater intra-annual temperature stability of tropical moun-
tains compared with temperate mountains should lead to nar-
rower thermal tolerances for tropical species (Janzen 1967).
The increased temperature stability of tropical regions, includ-
ing longer term stability at geological timescales (Dynesius &
Jansson 2000), may lead to higher rates of allopatric specia-
tion and species turnover (Janzen 1967; Ghalambor et al.
2006). More recently, climate-change velocity (Loarie et al.
2009; Sandel et al. 2011) has been used to understand how
historical climates shape present-day species distributions,
which may not be captured by current climate conditions
(Svenning & Skov 2004).
To date, many studies of b diversity have been focused at

or below regional scales (e.g. Harrison et al. 1992; Novotny
et al. 2007; Soininen et al. 2007; Morlon et al. 2011), with
some exceptions (McKnight et al. 2007; Kraft et al. 2011). It
is therefore unclear whether the drivers of turnover at small
scales are the same at regional or continental scales. Here we
map taxonomic and phylogenetic b diversity across the Amer-
icas at the 100 9 100 km scale and determine the major cli-
matic correlates of turnover across the region using the
Botanical Information and Ecology Network (BIEN, Enquist
et al. 2016), a database that includes occurrence records and
evolutionary relationships for over 81,000 plant species. Our
study has two main aims: to determine if taxonomic and phy-
logenetic b diversity vary systematically with latitude and ele-
vation across the Americas, using metrics that largely control
for the influence of regional or c diversity, and to assess the
climatic and topographic correlates of turnover across the
region. We hypothesise that (i) the tropics will have overall
higher b diversity than temperate regions, (ii) tropical moun-
tains will have higher b diversity than temperate mountains as
predicted by theory (Janzen 1967) and (iii) favourable climates
(e.g. high temperature and precipitation, low short- and long-
term temporal variation) will tend to increase b diversity. We
find b diversity is higher in the tropics than the temperate
zone for both taxonomic and tip-weighted phylogenetic mea-
sures, but that a reverse latitudinal gradient exists in the turn-
over of deeper phylogenetic structure. In addition,
temperature was the strongest predictor of turnover, suggest-
ing ongoing climate change may reshape patterns of biodiver-
sity across the Americas.

METHODS

Quantifying latitudinal and elevational b diversity gradients

To test our hypotheses about latitudinal trends and climatic
correlates of b diversity we compiled ranges and phylogenetic
data for more than 81 000 vascular land plants found in the
Americas using the BIEN2 database (Enquist et al. 2016),
which includes both collection records and plot-based obser-
vations. Species ranges were estimated via three different
methods based on the total number of observations. For spe-
cies with five or more observations ranges were modelled via
MaxEnt (Phillips & Dud�ık 2008) using climatic data for 1960-
1990 from World Clim 1.4 (Hijmans et al. 2005) and several

spatial filters to incorporate non-climatic factors such as dis-
persal limitation. For species with three to four observations
we used convex hulls and for species with fewer than three
observations ranges were defined as a 75 000 km2 bounding
box around occurrences. More details on range size estimation
can be found in Goldsmith et al. (2016). The land area of the
Americas was then divided into 100 9 100 km grid cells and
the species assemblage of each grid cell was defined as all spe-
cies with ranges falling within the cell.
To examine b diversity patterns in space we included as

focal cells only those with seven or eight occupied neighboring
cells, causing some cells at continental margins and on islands
to be removed. We defined the tropics as the land area
between 23.5 and �23.5 degrees latitude and areas to the
north and south of this band as the temperate zone. Moun-
tainous areas were delineated following the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) definition based on eleva-
tion, slope and several other criteria (Blyth et al. 2002). Our
~ 0.012 degree latitude resolution map of mountainous areas
was upscaled and re-projected to 100 9 100 km cells and
areas with fewer than three mountainous cells were excluded
to focus solely on mountain ranges. Afterwards, we were left
with a total of 4113 and 861 focal cells for analyses of the
entire Americas region and only mountainous regions respec-
tively. To find a single b diversity value for each focal cell, we
then calculated the pairwise b diversity of the focal cell and
all of its neighboring cells and then averaged them. This value
represents the mean turnover across an area of 90 000 km2 in
the case of a focal cell with eight neighbors and 80 000 km2

for cells with seven neighbors.
We quantified b diversity using one taxonomic and two

phylogenetic metrics. We calculated phylogenetic metrics with
a phylogeny of 81 274 terrestrial vascular plants found in the
BIEN2 database (Enquist et al. 2016). To assemble this phy-
logeny a species-level multi-gene tree for ~ 65 000 species was
made from the atpB-rbcL, ndhF, psbA, psbA-psbH, rbcL and
trnT-trnL-trnF regions via the software program PHLAWD
(Smith et al. 2009), which automatically queries GenBank
sequence records. Then, the tree was estimated using RAxML
7.3.0 (Stamatakis 2006) with the unconstrained maximum like-
lihood search method and treePL[2] (Smith & O’meara 2012)
was used to estimate divergence times. Remaining taxa from
the 88,824 in the BIEN2 database without genetic data were
randomly placed within their genus or removed if generic
affinities were not known.
To minimise the influence of regional diversity we chose

multivariate pairwise metrics in which c is not included in cal-
culations of b (Bennett & Gilbert 2016). Specifically, we used
multivariate pairwise metrics that quantify the fraction of spe-
cies or branch length unique to a single community in a pair
of focal communities, as well as the average pairwise phyloge-
netic distance between members of two communities. We mea-
sured taxonomic b diversity with Jaccard dissimilarity, the
fraction of species unique to a single community and tip-
weighted phylogenetic b diversity via the unique fraction of
branch length (UniFrac, Lozupone & Knight 2005), a phylo-
genetic analogue of Jaccard dissimilarity. Both Jaccard and
UniFrac metrics are most sensitive to turnover near the tips
of phylogenies, either in the form of species turnover or the
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turnover of more recently diverged clades. We estimated
basal-weighted b diversity via the community distance phylo-
genetic b diversity metric, also called Dpw (Webb et al. 2008;
Swenson 2011), which more heavily weights turnover of dee-
per divergences at the root of the phylogeny. Dpw measures
the mean pairwise phylogenetic distance between all species
pairs in two communities and is therefore the multi-commu-
nity equivalent of mean pairwise distance (MPD) at the level
of a single community. Dpw more heavily weights deeper
divergences because measuring the pairwise distance between
distantly related species necessitates traversing to deeper nodes
of the shared phylogeny.
Combined, tip-weighted and basal-weighted metrics can be

used to assess the relative contribution of contemporary eco-
logical sorting, and recent and deeper-time diversification to
latitudinal and elevational diversity gradients. Finally, to
determine whether b diversity patterns show latitudinal trends,
we regressed the mean b diversity of each focal cell with abso-
lute latitude and compared the magnitude of turnover in trop-
ical and temperate regions with two-sided t-tests. BIC was
used to select the best regression model from among linear,
exponential, 2nd and 3rd degree polynomial fits. To compare
b diversity between tropical and temperate mountainous
regions we subsetted the data to only mountains regions and
reanalysed the data in the same way.

Climatic and topographic drivers of b diversity

To determine the climatic and topographic drivers of b diver-
sity for the Americas we examined the spatial association
between b diversity and several topoclimatic variables. We
used elevational range (m) within a cell to capture fine-scale
topography, as this contributes to the diversity of environ-
mental variation in a given area (i.e. ‘topoclimate’ effects, Sla-
vich et al. 2014). Annual precipitation (mm) and mean annual
temperature (°C) were also included because both are impor-
tant drivers of plant productivity and biome distribution
(Whittaker 1970). Finally, we used temperature seasonality
(°C) to capture annual variability in temperature and late qua-
ternary climate-change velocity (m year�1, Sandel et al. 2011)
for longer term variation in temperature. Climate-change
velocity is a measure of how fast a species would need to
move to track a given change in climate (Loarie et al. 2009),
and in this case incorporates climatic changes in mean annual
temperature since the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) ~ 21k
years ago. For example northeastern North America was cov-
ered by the Laurentide Ice Sheet during the LGM, but has
since warmed considerably – this region therefore has high
late-Quaternary climate-change velocity (see Fig. S1d in Sup-
porting Information). We obtained climate-change velocity
data from Sandel et al. (2011) and all other topoclimatic vari-
ables from the World Clim database (V1.4, 1960-1990 condi-
tions, Hijmans et al. 2005). To match the scale of b diversity
observations, topoclimatic values for each cell were calculated
as the combined average of the focal cell and all of its neigh-
bors.
To perform our analyses we used both bivariate linear

regressions and multivariate linear and simultaneous autore-
gressive (SARerr) models following Kissling & Carl (2008) and

Morueta-Holme et al. (2013). We first regressed each b diver-
sity metric against all variables using bivariate linear OLS
regressions. Topoclimatic variables were log-transformed and
scaled and b diversity values were log-transformed. To under-
stand the influence of climate in general and to test the cli-
matic stability predictions of Janzen’s ‘mountain passes’
hypothesis (Janzen 1967), these calculations were performed
for all areas and for mountainous regions only. We then used
multiple linear regression to determine the most important
topoclimatic predictors of each form of b diversity, again
using log-transformed and scaled variables. To avoid
collinearity we excluded temperature seasonality from our
multivariate analyses because of its strong correlation with
mean annual temperature (r = �0.93, Table S1). We found all
model residuals exhibited significant spatial autocorrelation,
which can affect parameter estimates and significance tests
(Dormann et al. 2007). To correct for this autocorrelation we
then fit SARerr models, which include a spatial weights matrix
as an additional error term to account for the effect of neigh-
boring values on parameter estimates (Kissling & Carl 2008).
As the degree and structure of spatial autocorrelation varies

by dataset, we produced candidate sets of SARerr models with
a range of neighbor distances (100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 1000,
3000 and 5000 km) and two ways of coding the spatial
weights matrix. Coding was either binary, where locations are
either neighbors or not, or row-standardised, which takes into
account the number of neighbor surrounding each cell. Mod-
els were then selected using minimum residual spatial autocor-
relation (minRSA) criteria (Kissling & Carl 2008). minRSA is
a measure of the autocorrelation of model residuals in space
and is the sum of the absolute value of Moran’s I at the first
20 distance classes, which should be minimised to ensure accu-
rate parameter estimates. We then reduced the best models to
significant predictor sets for each b diversity metric using
AIC. All analyses were performed in R version 3.3.1 (R Core
Team 2016), SARerr models were implemented using the spdep
and ncf R packages.

RESULTS

b diversity gradients

We found strong spatial variation in b diversity across the
Americas with significant latitudinal trends, but major differ-
ences between metrics. There were several hotspots of taxo-
nomic b diversity with turnover of ~ 30–40% (Fig. 1a),
including The Andes, much of Central America and Mexico,
the Caribbean and large portions of the United States.
Though most turnover was less than 40% (95th quan-
tile = 0.37%), a small subset of cells had turnover between 80
and 100% (Fig. 1a). These cells often contained small islands
adjacent to more species-rich neighboring cells on a mainland,
which may have caused elevated turnover. Despite measuring
different dimensions of diversity, taxonomic and tip-weighted
phylogenetic b diversity were highly correlated (r = 0.92). Tip-
weighted b diversity values were in general lower, which is
expected as phylogenetic metrics capture deeper evolutionary
similarity in community composition. In contrast, basal-
weighted b diversity was highest in the north- and south-
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temperate zones. In addition, this metric exhibited less spatial
variation and was weakly and negatively correlated with other
metrics (Fig. 1c, r = �0.15 and = �0.32 respectively). Interest-
ingly, the Andes displayed elevated levels of basal-weighted b
diversity despite the fact that most other areas of the tropics
had low levels of turnover.
Supporting our first hypothesis, taxonomic and tip-weighted

b diversity were significantly higher in the tropics overall
(Fig. 2a,b). Supporting our second hypothesis, results were
similar when only mountainous regions were compared and
the effect was stronger (Fig. 2a,b). Contrary to our hypothe-
ses, basal-weighted b diversity displayed opposite patterns –
with significantly higher levels of turnover in temperate
regions and temperate mountainous regions (Fig. 2c). b diver-
sity increased towards the equator when regressed against
absolute latitude for both taxonomic and tip-weighted metrics
(Fig. 3a,b, R2 = 0.25 and 0.09 respectively) and peaked near
the boundary of the tropics at ~ � 20 degrees latitude. This
relationship strengthened when only mountainous regions
were included (Fig. 3d,e, R2 = 0.61 and 0.48 respectively).
Basal-weighted b diversity again showed an opposite and
stronger relationship with absolute latitude for both all
regions and montane subsets (R2 = 0.82 and 0.7, respectively,
Fig. 3c,f).

Climatic drivers of b diversity

Multivariate SARerr models significantly reduced the autocorre-
lation of residuals compared to multivariate OLS regressions.

Both mean annual temperature and climate-change velocity
were retained in all SARerr model subsets and were related posi-
tively to taxonomic and tip-weighted b and negatively to basal-
weighted b (Table 1). Elevational range was retained in all taxo-
nomic and tip-weighted subsets and annual precipitation was
retained in tip-weighted b subsets as well as for basal-weighted
b of all cells. In bivariate regressions mean annual temperature
was the strongest predictor of all types of b diversity (Fig. 4),
and temperature seasonality was the second most important in
all comparisons (Table 2), supporting our third hypothesis.
Taxonomic and tip-weighted b were related positively to mean
annual temperature and negatively to temperature seasonality,
whereas basal-weighted b showed the opposite pattern. Eleva-
tional range, annual precipitation and climate-change velocity
had low predictive power for most b diversity metrics (Table 2).

DISCUSSION

Here we have leveraged a large dataset of species distributions
and evolutionary relationships to map taxonomic and phyloge-
netic turnover in species assemblages across the Americas. We
find b diversity is higher in the tropics for both taxonomic and
tip-weighted phylogenetic measures, but that a reverse and
stronger latitudinal gradient exists in basal-weighted b diver-
sity. The finding of higher turnover in the temperate zone for
basal-weighted b diversity is unexpected given the large num-
ber of studies reporting the opposite trend with latitude (Soini-
nen et al. 2007, 2018). The higher turnover of deep
phylogenetic structure found here is counter to the prevailing

R
(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3 b diversity as a function of absolute latitude for the Americas. (a–c) Taxonomic, tip-weighted and basal-weighted b diversity patterns, respectively,

(d–f) b diversity patterns of mountainous regions only. For clarity in panels a, b and c five, five and one cells, respectively, with high b values were

excluded. Taxonomic and tip-weighted diversity values (a, b, d and e) were fit with a third-degree polynomial and basal-weighted b diversity (c, f) with an

exponential. *** indicates P < 0.001. Fig. S3 shows b diversity as a function of non-absolute latitude.
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hypothesis suggesting higher speciation and origination rates in
tropics drive the latitudinal diversity gradient (Mittelbach et al.
2007), but is in line with several studies of vertebrate taxa
showing higher diversification rates in the temperate zone
(Weir & Schluter 2007; Rabosky et al. 2018). However, if fas-
ter and more recent speciation creates shorter branch lengths,
the pattern of smaller pairwise distances between species in the
tropics may also be consistent with the increased tropical speci-
ation hypothesis. Future work should look beyond patterns of
turnover alone and examine diversification rates of assem-
blages in each region to better understand these patterns.
Counter to our expectations, basal-weighted b diversity was

related positively to temperature seasonality and negatively to
mean annual temperature and precipitation. One explanation
for this could be these conditions favour lineages common to
temperate regions such as gymnosperms and mosses, which
are less diverse in the tropics (Mateo et al. 2016). To test
whether this pattern is driven by the inclusion of non-angios-
perm lineages we reanalysed the data using only angiosperm
taxa, which comprise ~98% of species in the dataset (79591
spp.) and only gymnosperm taxa, which account for < 1% of
the species (289 spp.). For the angiosperm subset, though
pairwise distances between communities were lower than when
all taxa were included, temperate regions still had higher
basal-weighted b diversity compared to the tropics (Fig. S4).
This may be because temperate regions contain a mix of both
tropical- and temperate-derived angiosperm lineages that con-
tribute to higher basal-weighted b diversity. Indeed, basal-
weighted b was highest at � 40 degrees latitude, which is a
transition zone between the subtropical and temperate
regions. In contrast, basal-weighted gymnosperm b diversity
was higher in the tropics (Fig. S5). This may be due to the
fact that the tropics harbor both north and south-temperate
gymnosperm clades, especially in mountainous regions (Gra-
ham 2010).
The increase in taxonomic and tip-weighted b diversity

towards lower latitudes is in line with our hypotheses and
other studies of taxonomic and phylogenetic b diversity of
North American vascular plants (Qian et al. 2013), and sug-
gests greater rates of turnover in the tropics may be one prox-
imate cause of the latitudinal diversity gradient. In addition,
peak turnover for taxonomic and tip-weighted b was near
� 20 degrees latitude, which suggests the transition from trop-
ical to sub-tropical biomes may be an important driver of this
pattern. Our results differ from recent studies reporting no
latitudinal trends in the b deviation, an effect size measure
which uses a null model to control for c diversity when esti-
mating b diversity (Kraft et al. 2011; Myers et al. 2013). This
could be because our study did not calculate b deviation,
though the pairwise metrics used in this study do not incorpo-
rate c diversity and may therefore be invariant to it (Bennett
& Gilbert 2016). Another possibility for this discrepancy is
the larger grain size used in our study compared to previous
studies.
As mentioned previously, a related property of species dis-

tributions predicted to influence richness gradients is latitudi-
nal variation in species range size (Stevens 1989). Supporting
this hypothesis, Morueta-Holme et al. (2013) found that mean

range size for vascular plants increases northwards in North
America, but found the opposite trend south of the equator.
The higher b diversity in the tropics we find may therefore be
a consequence of larger range sizes in northern temperate
regions. Supporting our climatic stability hypothesis, taxo-
nomic and tip-weighted b diversity was inversely related to
temperature seasonality and correlated positively with annual
temperature, precipitation and local elevational range – all
conditions which may favour local specialisation, smaller
ranges and higher species turnover.
Although b diversity is higher in the tropics overall for tax-

onomic and tip-weighted b diversity, some areas with high a
diversity such as the Amazon Basin had low b diversity. This
may be because many plant species collected in this region
have large ranges (Morueta-Holme et al. 2013; ter Steege
et al. 2013), which should decrease rates of turnover. How-
ever, there may also be an issue of botanical under-collection
in the Amazon Basin (Feeley 2015), which could result in the
underestimation of b diversity for this region due to undiscov-
ered small-ranged species (Hubbell et al. 2008).
The b diversity of montane areas peaked in the tropical

Andes and increased more rapidly towards the equator than
total b diversity for taxonomic and tip-weighted metrics. This
may be due to the decrease in seasonality and increase in tem-
perature towards the equator creating stable climatic zones

Table 1 Best fit SARerr models predicting log-transformed taxonomic and

phylogenetic b diversity, including all cells and mountain-only subsets

b
metric Subset Distance minRSA Max I R2

Final

topoclimatic

predictor set

bT All cells 200 1.20 0.28 0.90 MAT (+),
CCV (+),
ER (+)

bT Mountains 200 0.79 0.25 0.89 MAT (+),
CCV (+),
ER (+)

bT-W All cells 100 0.76 0.25 0.90 MAT (+),
CCV (+), ER
(+), AP (�)

bT-W Mountains 100 0.66 0.10 0.90 MAT (+),
CCV (+), ER
(+), AP (�)

bB-W All cells 100 1.42 0.71 0.99 MAT (�),

CCV (�),

AP (+)
bB-W Mountains 200 0.99 0.32 0.99 MAT (�),

CCV (�)

bT: Taxonomic b diversity; bT-W: Tip-weighted b diversity, bB-W: Basal-

weighted b diversity. Distance: neighborhood matrix radius (km). AIC:

Akaike’s information criterion; minRSA: minimum residual spatial autocor-

relation (sum of absolute values of Moran’s I over first 20 distance classes);

Max I: highest Moran’s I value in first 20 distance classes; R2: pseudo-R2,

squared Pearson correlation of predicted and observed values. MAT: Mean

annual temperature, CCV: Climate-change velocity, ER: Elevational range,

AP: Annual precipitation. The spatial weights matrix for all best fit model

subsets had row-standardized (‘W’) coding. Predictor units are given in

Table 2 andMethods. Topoclimatic variables were log-transformed and stan-

dardized before analysis, see Table S1 for correlations among variables
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and narrower thermal tolerances (Janzen 1967), which may
reduce range size and increase turnover (Ghalambor et al.
2006; McCain 2009). Temperature seasonality was strongly
and negatively related to montane taxonomic and tip-weighted
b diversity, which also supports Janzen’s (1967) proposed
mechanism of climatic stability driving higher b diversity in
tropical mountains. One explanation for this pattern may be
that average range sizes of plant in tropical mountains are
smaller than in temperate mountains (Morueta-Holme et al.
2013), as has been found in several vertebrate taxa (McCain
2009). However, an ideal test would involve replicated mon-
tane transects measuring b diversity and thermal tolerances
across sites spanning a range of latitudes. Temperature sea-
sonality also influenced b diversity in the same way across all
regions of the Americas including lowlands, though the effect

was somewhat weaker than for montane subsets, possibly
because climatic gradients tend to be less steep outside of
mountainous regions. This indicates that seasonality in tem-
perature is an important driver of b diversity across all of the
Americas.
Although we found strong and opposing latitudinal trends

in b diversity, the degree of turnover is likely not shaped by
gradients in latitude per se but by (a)biotic factors that change
with latitude (Rohde 1992). To examine whether latitude is
necessary to explain turnover in addition to climate and
topography, we modelled b diversity as a function of latitude,
climate and topography together in a multivariate framework.
We found that latitude was retained after model reduction in
four of the six model subsets (all areas or mountain cells, for
all three metrics), though its effects were weak and its relative

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4 b diversity as a function of mean annual temperature, the strongest predictor for all metrics and subsets. Patterns for all regions (a–c) and

mountainous regions only (d–e) are shown. For clarity in panels a and b one cell with a high b value was excluded. Taxonomic and tip-weighted b diversity

(a, b, d and e) was fit with a third-degree polynomial model and basal-weighted b diversity (c, f) with an exponential model. *** indicates P < 0.001.

Table 2 Single-predictor R2 relationships of log-transformed and standardised topoclimatic predictors with log-transformed taxonomic and phylogenetic b
diversity for the Americas

b metric Subset

Elevational

range (m)

Annual

precipitation (mm)

Mean annual

Temperature (C)

Temperature

seasonality (C)

Climate-change

velocity (m/yr)

bTaxonomic All areas 0.05 (+) 0.06 (+) 0.30 (+) 0.14 (�) 0.06 (�)

bTaxonomic Mountains 0.22 (+) 0.04 (+) 0.58 (+) 0.39 (�) 0.09 (�)

bTip-weighted All areas 0.03 (+) 0.02 (+) 0.18 (+) 0.08 (�) 0.03 (�)

bTip-weighted Mountains 0.19 (+) 0.03 (+) 0.53 (+) 0.36 (�) 0.07 (�)

bBasal-weighted All areas < 0.01 (+) 0.31 (�) 0.75 (�) 0.72 (+) 0.17 (+)
bBasal-weighted Mountains 0.03 (�) 0.08 (�) 0.74 (�) 0.49 (+) 0.01 (+)

Values in parentheses indicate the slope of the relationship. Subsets are b diversity values for all cells or cells of mountainous regions only. All relationships

are significant at P < 0.01.
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importance was less than temperature (Tables S2 and S3).
Although the explanatory power of latitude is low, these
results suggest gradients of b diversity cannot be sufficiently
explained by topography and climate alone and are likely also
shaped by other factors such as dispersal limitation and the
strength of species interactions (Hillebrand & Azovsky 2001;
Mittelbach et al. 2007; Schemske et al. 2009; Roslin et al.
2017).

Limitations of the data
When working with datasets of this size and complexity there
are several possible limitations to consider. First, b diversity
maps were made with ranges estimated via MAXENT for
many species. MAXENT range models made with few obser-
vations may have difficulty capturing the true range a species
inhabits (Pearson et al. 2007, but see Elith et al. 2006). How-
ever, though this is also the case when ranges are estimated
using raw occurrences only, which may be more influenced
by under-sampled regions. Second, the incomplete detection
of rare species and issues synonymising names across loca-
tions could affect b diversity estimates (Hubbell et al. 2008),
which ideally include complete inventories of focal communi-
ties. We attempt to address these issues by including plot-
based inventories which record all stems above a certain
diameter cut-off, by standardising names with the Taxonomic
Name Resolution Service (Boyle et al. 2013) to address syn-
onymy issues and performing geographic name processing to
reduce erroneous locality information. Finally, even with
equal sampling effort, range sizes in the tropics may be
underestimated due simply to the higher richness and corre-
sponding lower sampling effort per species in these regions
(Colwell & Hurt 1994).

CONCLUSIONS

In our study of land plant diversity patterns across the Amer-
icas we find taxonomic and tip-weighted b diversity is higher
in the tropics, but discovered the opposite trend in turnover
of deeper-diverging clades. The pattern of more recent diver-
gences in the tropics suggests that faster tropical speciation
rates may be an important driver of the latitudinal diversity
gradient (Rohde 1992; Mittelbach et al. 2007). However, our
finding that basal-weighted turnover was higher in the tem-
perate zone calls for further studies of diversification rates
across latitude in plants. In addition, our results provide fur-
ther evidence that the uplift of the Andean Cordillera has
had an outsized influence on patterns of Neotropical plant
diversity and diversity of the Americas as a whole (Hoorn
et al. 2010, but see Antonelli et al. 2018). Annual tempera-
ture and temperature seasonality emerged as strong drivers of
b diversity, both of which are currently being altered through
anthropogenic climate change (Xu et al. 2013) with poten-
tially large effects on plant distribution and diversity. Finally,
understanding how climate influences b diversity can assist
conservation efforts that seek to identify high diversity areas
without knowledge of the species in an area using abiotic
variables alone (e.g. Raxworthy et al. 2003). Taken together,
our results suggest b diversity is coupled to the latitudinal
diversity gradient and that temperature shapes multiple facets

of diversity through its effect on range sizes and speciation
rates.
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